City Post® SM Surface Mount
Ultra-High Impact Resistance in a Surface Mount Channelizer

— Made in the USA —
The Durability of Pexco’s One-Piece City Post® SM Surface Mount Makes It a Superior Choice for Challenging Installations

City Post® SM Surface Mount

Introducing our ultra-high impact bolt-down City Post Model SM!!

The City Post SM Surface Mount uses the same materials as our original spin-in City Post to create an ultra-high impact-resistant bolt-down channelizer with superior strength and durability.

The City Post SM remains flexible, even at extremely high and low temperatures, and returns to a full upright position even after 100 impacts at 70 mph (112 km/h).

Use the City Post SM on roads where high durability and minimal maintenance is needed but coring for an anchor is impractical or undesirable. Reusable anchor bolts allow for posts to be replaced quickly and simply.

Testing and Certificates:

- TTI - 100 impact NTPEP test at 70 mph / 112 km/h
  - less than 3 degrees off vertical
  - not a single failure

- EN 13422 Certified
- EN 12767 Certified
- NCHRP 350 Accepted
- MUTCD Compliant

Proven performance even in areas of heavy truck traffic

City Posts rebound to vertical, even after 100 hits at 70 mph

Separation of opposing traffic on dangerous curves

Click the CADdetails link on our website for technical drawings & specs or contact us at hwysales@pexco.com

Scan QR code to access Pexco's Traffic Safety Channel on YouTube

Pexco is a leading manufacturer of recycled traffic control products